
A Vertiv Application Brief

MANAGING MULTIPLE TENANTS WITH 
TRELLIS™ PLATFORM

Problem

Visibility and management of multiple tenants within a given location is critical 
for colocation facilities. Being able to assign responsibility and still maintain a 
comprehensive view of all facilities can be challenging. Colocation facilities face 
a unique challenge in needing to delegate access to data for certain individuals 
while keeping it private to others — all while being able to see all data at an 
administrator level.    

Solution

With the Trellis™ Platform, you can assign responsibilities at various locations; 
locally or geographically. By providing a single instance of Trellis™ in which 
multiple tenants can operate and perform their duties, you’re ensuring that 
everyone has access to the data they need.

Trellis™ Enterprise allows you to streamline your multi-tenant locations by:

yy Segmenting groups and tenants based on location or department.

yy Giving users access to the data they need and keeping private data secure. 

yy Allowing tenants to manage their own administration tasks and users.

yy Maintaining a holistic view of all segmented groups.

yy Providing one integrated, software solution for multiple instances. 

yy Building trust with your tenants that their equipment is effectively managed.

OVERVIEW

Large Enterprises can now host multiple tenants 
or locations on the same instance of Trellis™. 
These tenants can perform their duties based on 
permissions granted. Operating via a single 
instance with multiple users helps simplify, 
streamline and delegate responsibilities at a  
local level.
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